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TECHNICAL SKILLS

Blender 3D

3D Studio Max

Tekla Structures

Photoshop

Illustrator

InDesign

AutoCAD

HTML 5

CSS 3

APT

G-CODE

Mainly enjoying minimal design and focusing on graphic solutions that answer important questions by 
leaving out unnecessary content, and send strong message.

Understanding topology of organic and hard surface models as well as geometry flow.
Familiar with box modeling, edge-by-edge modeling, subdivision and fundamentals of
Digital sculpting.
Knowledge of low and high poly modeling, model unwrapping, texture creation using 2D software, 
creating node based materials and normal map baking.

SKILLS

2009 | Faculty of Information Technology, Belgrade

  Graphic design - interactive media

2008 | School for Mechanical Engineering “Pancevo”, Pancevo

  CNC technician

EDUCATION

ABOUT ME

I am (mostly) self-made, passionate, graphic designer always on a quest to find 

something new that no one else thought of. Although working on my own most 

of the time, I find that teamwork is a good resource to reach a successful idea.

My main goal is to receive the best feedback for what I do. Striving to always 

improve my style and do something different each time.

I am also a 3D artist, which helps visualize design even more.
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MILAN ADAMOV

January 10th 1989.
19 Ruzina street
26000 Pancevo, Serbia www.blenderplayground.com

+381 64 420 67 96
mil.adamov@gmail.com

http://blenderplayground.wordpress.com/about/
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/milan-adamov/79/984/109
http://blenderplayground.wordpress.com/
mailto:mil.adamov%40gmail.com?subject=We%27d%20love%20to%20work%20with%20you%21
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

• Driver with licence (B category)

2012 - present | Freelancer | Graphic Designer & 3D Modeler

ITPROSYSTEM

IHOUSEDESIGN

Worked on app UI design for iPhone, Windows Phone 8, and Android devices.

Developing solutions for landing pages, promotional package design and letters, 

media kits, as well as occasional neon sign design. All that is presented with 

rendered 3D model.

2015 - 2016 | Hipra d.o.o. Pancevo | Design Draftsman

Designing of steel structures such as steel supports for Gas Insulated Switchgear and 

service platforms for its maintenance. Detailing using Tekla BIM software and drafting 

layouts for each project.

2008 - 2010 | Zvepro d.o.o. Pancevo | Constructor

Creating drawings of aluminium structures in AutoCAD.

WORKING EXPERIENCE

LANGUAGE SKILLS

English GermanSerbian

Cognitive skill: (C1)

Speech: (C1)

Writing: (C1)

Cognitive skill: (A1)

Speech: (A1)

Writing: (A1)

Native language

http://blenderplayground.wordpress.com/about/
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/milan-adamov/79/984/109

